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Issues and Concerns relating 
to Cyborgs and Technological 
Enhancements: Understanding 
Legal Implications of 
Circuitry Neurons
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'Cyborg' as the name suggest is a newer technological specie in which the technology combines 

with an organism hence making it more of a machine and less of a biological being. Certain 

neuroprosthetic devices when fitted into a human body enhance the motor and computational 

capabilities. What if someone hacks into the neuroprosthetic device and interferes with the mind 

functioning and consciousness of the cyborg, and what if someone's mind is influenced to buy a 

specific brand of product for commercial advantage? For enhancing our powers and abilities, we 

agree to integration of our bodies with technology, which may shout out for an international 

response, as it shakes the foundational values of humanity. 
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Introduction

Though the term 'cyborg' may sound both novel and novice, but the fact is that cyborg 

technology has been in use for quite some time now. The term 'Cyborg' was coined by 

Manfred Clynes in 1960 for a paper meant to be presented at the NASA conference. 

Cyborg was conceived as an amalgam of 'cybernetics and 'organism' designed to armor 

problems of space travel. Cyborg as per the concept, enhanced the capacity of a human 
1to survive in hostile and adverse environment . Some of the relatable examples are 

prosthetic limbs, heart pacemakers and prosthetic devices implanted in brain area etc., 
2most of which are controlled by thoughts . The technology is also on the verge of brain 

3implants which will enhance the cognitive abilities . Cyborgs are now demanding 
4cognitive liberties as they are under constant threat of being intruded by third party .  

This not only raises concerns over cognitive liberty but also privacy and loss of identity 
5as a human being . It is pertinent to mention that every enhancement caused by 

Hong Kong Convention -2009 will be effectual from 26th June 2025, which has been 

ratified by India and Bangladesh, with the aspiration of enhancing recycling activities in 

their respective coasts.  In this scenario we cannot anticipate the geopolitical shift of 

recycling industry from the present Non-Annex VII countries to Annex-VII country, with 

immediate effect, at the same time we can't deny eventual shift of the recycling industry 

from Non-Annex Countries to the Annex VII countries, because EUSRR prohibits EU 

flagged ships being recycled in the yards not certified by the EUSRR and presently no 

ship recycling yards of Non-Annex countries are in the certified list of the EUSRR. 

However due to lack of compliance to the Basel Convention or challenges associated 

with the effective implementation of the Article 4-A of Basel Convention converting the 

South Asian Coasts as toxic colonies, externalizing the cost and causing degradation of 

coastal eco system. 

V. Conclusion 

Ship recycling is a sub-sector of global shipping, recovering million tons of ferrous & 

non-ferrous metal scrap for recycling and an enormous amount of machinery, 

equipment and other fittings for reuse, annually, ship recycling also acts as an equalizer 

of demand and supply, by removing obsolete ships from the shipping industry. But we 

cannot ignore the fact that ship recycling activities are releasing million tons of 

hazardous toxic waste and materials to the coastal eco-system, killing thousands of 

people directly and incidentally, externalizing the cost of the countries involved in the 

ship recycling. The problem is further worsening as the South Asian Countries are using 

unscientific and insufficient method of recycling called "beaching". Presently, the Basel 

Convention 1989 is the only international convention establishing well-thought-out 

legal framework with positive sprit to control the trans-boundary movement of EOL 

ships and also to ensure the environmental sound management of EOL ships. But 

becoming ineffectual in implementing these regulations effectively, because of the 

insufficiencies and contradictions exists in the convention. Further European Union has 

ratified the convention by maintaining reservations for the EOL ships, thus out of the 

ambit of Basel convention, resulting into increased & unregulated ship recycling in 

South Asian sub-standard ship recycling yards, in dark, resulting into irreversible 

environmental degradation and converting the South Asian Coasts as a new toxic 

colonies. Hong Kong Convention will come into force from 26 June 2025 that permits 

beaching may look encouraging too but the increased ship recycling activities can pose 

potential threat to the human elements and environment. Therefore, the world 

community by considering the importance of maintaining wholesomeness of 

environment for survival of human species, needs to extend their cooperation and 

technology support to the South Asian Countries engaged in ship recycling to establish 

scientific, comprehensive and cost effective replacement for the Beaching. However, it is 

important to note that, in 2013 Basel Secretariat has conducted feasibility study on cost-

effective alternative to the beaching as it was funded by European Union. 
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6artificial intelligence may not be a cyborg .  Also, it is necessary to understand that every 
7prosthetic equipment implanted is again not cyborg . Certain implants may be only 

8externally attached, lacking computational abilities . Cyborg's now mix their personality 

as a human and as a technological being, where they have accepted these technological 
9auxiliaries as a part of their body, mind and being .  The legal issues pertaining to these 

can transgress upon privacy law, constitutional freedoms, property rights, medical 
10negligence during implants, consumerism, disability law, copyright issues etc . 

11When we discuss the Cyborg concepts, a liberal interpretation may be given to it .  

Cyborg must not be understood as a term related to human bodies with implanted chips 

but is a situation where the humans are engrossed with technology usage and are 
12inseparably connected and dependent on it . Wearing a digital device to measure health 

parameters or apps connected to these devices reflective of certain data concerning 
13health is an example of how well the technology knows you and may be more than you . 

The Supreme Court of United States in a case of Riley v. California (2014) included in the 

obiter that modern cell phones have now become a part of human anatomy and must not 

be searched by the police on arrest of a person without warrant for the purpose of 
14gathering any data or information . This is the first step towards acknowledging 

15technology as a part of human being . Before we discuss the concept and legal 

implications that it may give rise to, we need to acknowledge and accept the very 

presence of this technology that half of the world is unaware of and if by chance they 

know, relatability will be in reference to fictional movies and narrations. Thus, 

acceptance is the first step towards managing an apprehended technological 
16catastrophe . 

Understanding Cyberneuro ethics: Connecting Neurons and Circuits

The world is witnessing an era of neuronal interface systems where the mind and the 

17machines are interacting at full swing .  The concept may be raw at present because of 

an underdeveloped technology or science but the fact remains that such technology 

persists even in its reminiscent form thus making it mandatory for an inspection from 
18both ethical and anthropological perspective . This kind of joinder needs to be regulated 

and humans must be restrained from making choices that may harm them and also pose 
19a threat to the society .  Such individuals will have to be saved from 'Hyper-connectivity' 

and rules will have to be laid down to enable them to cope up with abundant 
20information .  Dealing with too much technology exposes them to distraction, where 

21they are unable to focus on multiple tasks or understand the facts properly .  It is similar 

to a situation that they are now unable to filter the information and are engulfed by 
22irrelevancy of not so required information .  This not just brings in the behavioral issues 

in an individual with symptoms of lost identity but also diminishes the line between 
23what is personal and what is professional . The neuronal interface systems have 

24swamped the real world with virtualism .  The idea of collective consciousness is now 
25replaced by the network consciousness .  Who would not want to be superior in race and 
26be a part of the machine chauvinism . The machines will soon be in conflict with 

27religion and spirituality .  The moment they upload their minds in a computer, they will 

be senseless about anger, happiness and will live in immortality. The digitalized humans 
28will be indifferent to concepts of forgiveness, compassion and sharing .  Every physical 

29movement will have a virtual trail or timeline .  Any good experience could be revisited 

for emotional satisfaction. But what if these digital files of human were deleted or lost for 

some reason, will there be a retrieval mechanism too? Can sudden failure of the 
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30machinery cause death or trauma to a person?   For assessing how much of a machine 

has become human and how much of a human has become a machine, we rely upon the 
31Turing test .  Humans would soon become 'monads', who lack interactions and are self-

contained, with no other aspect of life. They are unaffected by physical or spatial 

interferences and are solely driven by internal dictates. They simply work on 
32interpretations, representations and manipulations . Will these monads suffer from 

33virtual threats and nightmares in meta sphere in future is a thought to ponder upon .  

The brain structures have already been sliced in 2013, hence making every inch of the 

brain structure decipherable. It won't be difficult to engage in the making of a replicated 
34mind .  This leaves us with another interesting query? Will the nano-technology here 

play a role in identifying the functionality of each neuron, by attaching a neuro-machine 

to it. Therefore, such queries pertaining to person's identity triggers the need of carefully 
35examining the ethical dilemmas related to neuronal interfaces . Can a person in this 

way consider himself to be whole, where he is senseless about certain emotional 
36simulations?

I wish to quote certain examples to give a clearer picture of the concept of being a 

cyborg. John Rogers, a materials scientist in Illinois, at a conference pressed a point in 

the forearm with a pen and displayed certain patterns on a slide. These images were the 
37pattern of his skin and also the pattern of the integrated circuits beneath his skin . This 

circuitry monitored the heart rate, body temperature etc., which was stored as data in a 

nearby computer. This sounds relatable to many of us wearing digital watches and fit 
38bits performing in similar manner though externally attached .  Another example was 

of a device that draped the animal's heart in circuitry and analyzed the functioning of all 

chambers of the heart. The device could emit pulse and generate heat and identify 
39abnormal nerve patterns . In another example, Michael McAlpine, a mechanical 

engineer created a bionic ear that could hear acoustic and ultrasounds. Another is the 

electronic skin with chemical sensors, which is soft and flexible used as prosthesis to 

enable humans to feel their limbs again. Such examples are the window to the emerging 
40domains of bio-electronics alarming for a regulatory checks and balances . 

Emerging Era of Enhancement Technologies

The prosthetic add-ons are mostly restoring loss of ability used as a medical facility after 

taking due care and caution for public safety. Any issue related to it is generally covered 
41by statutes and norms governing disability, medical negligence, citizen welfare etc .  In 

many jurisdictions (for example in United States) there are norms that regulates and 

check the product quality of these prosthetics and implants as they are merely devices 

and calls for 'best manufacturing practices'. But there are people who self-implant these 
42devices under skin for notorious activities . What law will regulate them and make them 

responsible for their misdeeds. In some parts of the world, implants and other devices are 

categorized on the basis of risk level thereby setting standards for public safety. It is so 

ironical to observe that we are debating about robots becoming human like because of 

artificial intelligence on one side and humans becoming robots like cyborgs on the other 
43side . The cyborg in nature and design is similar to a robot, giving it a direction to 

44develop a legal framework keeping in mind the Robotics law . 

Cyborgs open up discussion for governments on financial, ethical, legal and cultural 

issues. One may require an audit to understand the impact of technology, to understand 
45how much of it is required to be restrained .  One cannot imagine the extent to which the 

46technology is impacting and needs to be regulated . Certain chip implants in the brain, 

are neuroprosthetic devices (like artificial hippocampus) meant to restore the damage 

caused to the brain through injury or loss, restore memories and also equip brain with 

superior capabilities like downloading information from internet, communicating 
47through thoughts, edit memories and thoughts etc . Similar example is of chip being 

inserted in the brain of soldiers fighting wars so as to suppress their emotions, helping 

them deal with trauma and fear. One can imagine how the binary language or 

algorithms inserted in the brain can give rise to copyright issues. It's only the nerves, 

synapses and neurons that hold true and natural to the soul of a human, rest everything 
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48needs a passcode .  It's not only that legal issues concern binary of integrated circuitry 

in chips but will also question the prosthetic devices manufactured with novelty, which 
49can raise claim for patent protection . It will be interesting to note that whether with 

thoughts we will be able to click on the 'I Consent' tab to agree to licensing terms or will 

our body be halted till we upgrade to a better version of operating system. Will we be able 

to store our thoughts in the cloud server is another interesting query as our thoughts in 
50the cyborg world are nothing but processed pieces data and information . If this is the 

scenario, what privacy rights are we talking about. How are the courts going to 
51investigate into the artificial structures of body and mind . Are we in real stepping into 

age of cyborg where part of our brain runs on neurons and other half on integrated 
52circuits disputed by numerous patent holders . Certain jurisdictions even allow for 

reverse engineering of integrated circuits does that mean, we will be able to reverse 

engineer the mind of a cyborg. If yes, is there any obligation or responsibility under the 
53law . 

The information technology laws will require upgradation as privacy becomes a major 
54issue. In cases of cyborg the most expected crime, is the crime of hacking . Can the 

information stored in the form of memory be manipulated, can thoughts be tampered 

with, can data stored in the artificial structures of brain be stolen? These are the 
55emerging legal implications of cyborg technology .  How hacking of implants take place 

can be understood from an example, where retinal prothesis was hacked to place the 

image on the back of retina that a person never saw, similar is the case of hacking into 
56cochlear implants to transmit sounds that person never experienced or heard before .  

At the moment we are suspecting individuals and corporations making hacking 

attempts into the implants but what would be the consequence if this intrusion came 
57from the government side .  So, till now, spoken words and gestures could be considered 

as seditious but if the government hacks into the mind can a mere thought make the 
58person liable for crimes like sedition . 

59Taking a step further, how would we determine the mens rea .  How will we analyze that 

whether the intention was of the cyborg or was impacted by the third party due to 

hacking. We have learnt about various criminological theories in case of humans but 
60hardly have we come across any theory concerning botnets or cyborgs .  But a study into 

it can help us in many ways for example, it would give us better understanding about 

crimes committed using technology, enhancement of criminological knowledge when it 

comes to connection between real and cyber world as a space for commission of crime, 

and a criminological study may also facilitate in developing countermeasures for these 
61crimes . The crimes committed by cyborgs or robots are not easy to conceptualize as 

these crimes are committed in a hybrid criminal network, where a crime is committed by 
62coordination and mutual cooperation between humans and machines .  In this scenario 

we depend upon the Actor-Network Theory (ANT) which emphasis upon the 
63involvement of non-human entities in commission of crime . 

Regulating Cyborgs in Physical World

Information-Mediated Mechanism 

There is a reason why the legal norms exist for humans and not for non-humans, because 

the non-humans lack free will and moral reasoning. Though, in majority of cases legal 

personality has been bestowed upon various non-human entities for protecting certain 
64rights and imposing certain obligations . When it comes to newer forms of life like 

Cyborg, a perpendicular existence needs to be acknowledged and regulated for co-
65existence in the upcoming world of hybridization . This relates closely to the term, 

trans-humanism, which explains enhancements and human augmentation in conflict 

with ethics. The reason of inseparability of human and technology is the 
66distinctiveness . One of the prime ways to regulate cyborg is through information-

mediated strategy which is comprised of two components: first, cyborgs have an internal 

cognitive ability which depends on the mechanical structure which helps in 
67coordinating and making a decision . Second, is the input of the information, which is 

fed into the system to set the ball rolling for predictable outcomes. Thus, to regulate or to 
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give direction to cyborg's action one must focus on the mechanical structure and above 

all the informational inputs. By supervising the informational input, one cannot 

determine the behavioral consequences but can certainly assess the impact it may 
68cause . 

Agencement Mechanism 

Another way to regulate a cyborg is to consider the concept of Agencement, which 

means assemblage. There can be human knitting into heterogenous assemblages by 
69adding machines, tools, prosthesis, computers to their bodies . Regulatory agencement 

mechanism, identifies the assemblages that actant consist of and can reconfigure the 

material, textual and economics to enhance predictability of actions and outcomes of 
70the cyborg . Building cybernetic sensory systems in a cyborg can achieve a 

71configuration to deliver focused and ascertainable data sets . 

Nudging

To endorse the regulatory agencement protocol, we resort to concept of Nudging, which 

means to manipulate the choices, causing a person to make predictable choice as 
72compared to other options .  Nudging is a way of regulating cyborgs and can be done in 

various ways, viz., Informational nudges by manipulating information and suggesting 

possible ways of action to get conformity or desired outcomes, persuasive nudge use 

emotions to cause repulsions to certain acts, default choice nudges uses laxity of an 

individual to refrain him from making choices, commitment nudges suppress 

impatience and impulsivity, transactional nudges filter desirable actions from irrelevant 

ones and lastly exemption nudges blur otherwise imposed restrictions for desirable 
73actions . The humans are no more the supreme in the pyramid, who initially mediated 

74for inventions, as law never intervened for non-human entities .  But now the times have 

changed, the non-humans now attain legal personhood and actively work within the 
75regulatory framework .  The role of robots and artificial intelligence driven machines in 

76decision making will invite the role of law in future . Cyborg legislations will not 

determine the legality of actions but will function towards the desired or rather directed 
77consequences .  It will balance the intensities, intricacies and probabilities of desired 

78outcomes by redesigning, reconfiguring and proliferating its processes and patterns . 

Conclusion and Suggestions
79Donna Haraway's A Cyborg Manifesto (1992) has now become a reality . Considering 

the pace of technological advancements, it's difficult to say that Information Technology 

laws across the world are well equipped to deal with cyborg technologies. While there is 

a requirement to make regulatory and strategic decisions for combatting future 

technologies posing threat, we are still debating on ethical issues. Maybe today we are 

unable to visualize and realize the problems pertaining to cyborg technology as our 

minds in the name of technology think about mobiles and laptops only. We are not 

seriously thinking because we don't see this technology embedded, we don't see our 

mobiles embedded in our skin, we don't feel the ear phones implanted in the ears hence 

we do not understand, the implications of cyborg technology. To make a policy or 

strategy to deal with technological advancements, we first need to accept and 
80understand that such changes are in reality taking over the world . We at the moment 

cannot apprehend the challenges that we might face engulfed in wires and circuits. The 

upgradation of the digital health is a development par excellence which must not at any 
81cost compromise the human rights .  New standards must be built on old norms to adapt 

to the swiftly rising capabilities. The inherent racism, biases and malfunctioning would 
82raise the chances of legal interventions, accountability and question the democracy .  

This is the obligation on the legislators to keep the tech creators and human rights 

saviors at par. Every machinery developed or enhancement technique applied must not 

ignore the local knowledge or contextual constraints. Looking at the pace with which 

the technology is advancing, there is a need to maintain the register or indices of 

approved technology issued for usage only after getting a license. This further calls for 

global set up of international health data regulatory bodies with proper representations 
83and health surveillance safeguarding the human rights . The discussion about having a 

global regime is only because of the reason that violations by technology will not target 

the defined geographical limits but will cause a ripple effect transnationally. 
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The twentieth century is an age of unrest, uncertainty, of changing values, contradictions and 

controversies. From 1914 to 1945, two world wars were seen. With the race of political upheaval 

and changes in values, it has observed a decline of faith in the positivist approach, revival of natural 

law, in reaction to which 'Pure Theory of Law' came into existence, which after the Nazi regime was 

again followed by a fresh reposition of faith in natural law theories. Within two decades (1950-70) it 

has noticed Radbruch-Hart debate, the Hart-Fuller debate and the Hart-Devlin debate. In all these 

three debates, Prof. Hart is the common figure. The object of this article is to examine the following 

– the views of Prof. Hart and Prof. Fuller in jurisprudence; the contents of their views; how they 

contradict each other; what is the bone of contention; is there any real controversy and relevance of 

such controversy in India. An attempt has also been made to offer some suggestions for a positivist-

natural law approachment and lessons there from to India.  

Dr. Caesar Roy*
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Introduction

Prof. H.L.A Hart is one of the significant spokesmen for a modernized form of analytical 
1positivism .  One of the most indispensable and vital writings of analytical jurisprudence 

written in the English language since Austin's "The Province of Jurisprudence 
2Determined" is "The Concept of Law. " Prof. Hart's argument is not merely a restatement 

of Bentham, Austin, Gray and Holmes. He criticises old positivists for their too much 

adherence on sanction by calling that "gun man situation writ large", and American and 
3Scandinavian realists for producing paradoxes about the nature of law .  

Their perspectives gained new dimensions and understanding from his explanation, 
4both of which are truly his own .  Prof. H.L.A. Hart's "The concept of law" (1961) is not 

merely a comprehensive reformulation of analytical positivism based on the theories of 

Austin and Kelsen, but in certain important respects, it also modifies the theories 

propounded by the said jurists. According to W. Friedmann, "two aspects of Hart's 

analysis of the concept of law are of special importance. In the first place, he bridges the 

age-old conflict between the theories of law emphasizing recognition and social 

1Positive Analysis of Law means man made law
2H.L.A. Hart, "Positivism and the Separation of Law and Morals" 71 Harvard Law Review 593 (1958)
3H.L.A. Hart, The Concept of Law 6 (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 2nd Edn.)
4Lon. L. Fuller, "Positivism and Fidelity to Law - A reply to Prof. Hart" 71 Harvard Law Review 630 (1958)
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